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In a previous paper I have recorded the arctic re
lict Apatidea muliebris MacLachlan from some springs 
in the Lindenborg Aa valley in Himmerland, a land
scape in northern Jutland, and given an account of its 
annual cycle (16, pp. 587 and 624-25). Briefly summa
rized it is as follows: The swarming season is narrowly 
limited, from the end of April to the end of May. In this 
season the imagines occur abundantly and perform a 
pronounced diurnal activity. In the summer months, the 
larvffi have a rapid growth, and towards the end of Au
gust or September they are full grown; they then mi
grate to the under surface of loose-lying stones, where 
the larval cases are transformed into pupal cases. The 
pupation, however, does not take place till spring; the 
whole winter is spent as larva in the pupal case. The 
larvoo do not winter in a lethargic state; taken out of 
the case, they are able to crawl about. Immediately 
after the closing of the case, the alimentary tract is 
filled with food, but it is soon used up, and the intestine 
will then be much shrivelled. The species thus spends 
6-7 months as larva in the pupal case without taking 
any food. Under arctic conditions, where it is important 
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to utilize the brief summer for a rapid growth and seek 
protection against the cold of the arctic winter, this is 
certainly an adequate annual cycle. Under the condi
tions now prevailing in the springs, with an- at least 
practically- constant temperature all the year, it will 
seem to be a rather inadequate one, since, no doubt, 
the wintering larvre are not without metabolism. The 
disadvantage of it must have been still greater in the 
Atlantic Period (about 5000-2500 a. C.), when the mean 
temperature of the year and hence the temperature of 
the springs- and probably the metabolism of the winter
ing larvre - were higher than now. 

These observations were made in the spring Rold 
Kilde (cp. 16, p. 330), in the upper part of the valley. 
In the spring Lille Blaakilde (cp. 16, p. 332), about 10 km 
farther north, in the middle part of the valley, there is 
also, in a limited space, a rich population of Apatidea. 
Originally I thought to be concerned with A. muliebris 
also here. From later observations it appeared, however, 
that the annual cycle is quite different from that in 
Rold Kilde, and rearings have shown that the two popu
lations are also specifically different. 

In my endeavours in identifying the species from 
Lille Blaakilde, which is parthenogenetic like muliebris, 
I have compared it with all available specific descrip
tions of Apataniince, also those under other generic 
names, since one may never be sure which characters 
an author has found important enough to give a species 
generic rank. I have been unable to obtain the descrip
tions of koizumii Iwata and fuscostigma Matsamura from 
Japan (described in Japanese) as well as Apatanodes soci
ata Navas from Chile. It is, however, very unlikely that 
it should be identkal with one of these three species, 
and it does not agree with any of the other descriptions. 
In some cases the 9 is undescribed or so poorly described 
that no safe conclusion is possible, but since these 
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species are nC!t parthenogenetic, it seems justifiable to ex
clude them. Thus the species from Lille Blaakilde is . 
new to science. I have named it cimbrica after the di
strict, Himmerland (= Cimbria), which is believed to be 
the home of the Cimbrians, known from the history of 
Antiquity. For comparison a detailed description of the 
specific characters of muliebris is given for the first time. 
The descriptions are based upon material preserved in 
alcohoL 

A. muliebris lVIacLachlan, 9 (fig. 1). Segments IX and 
X are eoaleseed, but in their dorsal half they can easily 
be discerned from each other, the posterior margin of 
segment IX being raised a little above the surface of 
seg·ment X as an almost right-angled ridge. The inferior 
appendages ("side lobes") are very inconspicuous and 
for their greater part coaleseed ·with segment IX itself, 
from which they may be distinguished by being a little 
elevated, having a duller surface, and being eovered 
vdth minute setre. Their posterior corner is rather aeute. 
Segment X is short, especially in its ventral part. The 
dorsal part forms a projection above the anus. In dorsal 
or ventral view this projection is short, finger-like, with 
a somewhat irregular outline. The dorsal side has a pair 
of depressions leaving a median, elevated area, which 
posteriorly is attenuated to a thin, vertic;al lamella. 
This structu1·e is very characteristic. In lateral view the 
ventral side and the greater part of the dorsal side of 
the projection are horizontal. Laterally the posterior 
margin of segment X forms a broad, but little promi
nent corner, ,,~hich is not visible in dorsal view. (This 
is of course a little dependent on the visual angle). The 
supragenital plate is very much reduced and forms only 
a semilunular sclerite along the dorsal part of the geni
tal opening. In lateral view it resembles a vigorous, 
downward and backward directed spine. (Previously-
17, p. 24- I have designated this plate as the ventral 
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side of segment X. It should rather be considered as 
the IX. venter). In dorsal or ventral view the tongue
like process of the vaginal chamber (cp. 17, p. 26) is very 
slender and gradually attenuated towards the distal end 
(fig'. 3 a, b). 'rhe "spout" in which the distal end of this 
process lies (fig. 3 c) is very short. Its posterior margin 
has, in the middle, a rounded indentation, beneath which 
a bulging of the lower side of the "spout" is seen. The 
distal ends of the dorsolateral folds of the vaginal cham
ber project beyond the genital opening as a pair of false 
"side lobes", one on each side of the vulvar scale. (The 
term "side lobes" ought to be avoided, since it may give 
rise to confusion). In ventral vievv the median sides of 
these projections are convex. 

Body length 8.0-9.1 mm, length of anterior wing 
9.1-10.1 mm. 

A. cimbrica n. sp., 9 (fig. 2). Closely related to mulie
bris, from which it is distinguished by segment X being 
still shorter. This applie8 especially to the dorsal part of 
the segment; in lateral view its dorsal outline i8 almost 
vertical. On the dorsal side there is a pair of low and 
very indistinct bulgings, whereas every trace of the 
dorsal lamella, so characteristic of muliebris, is lacking. 
The lateral corners on the posterior margin of segment 
X arc narrower and acuter, but more prominent, clear
ly visible in dorsal view. The posterior corner of the 
inferior appendages is more rounded than in muliebris. 
The tongue-like process of the vaginal chamber (fig. 3 f-h) 
may be just as slender as in this species, but it is more 
often somewhat broader in the proximal part. (Consider
ing the great individual variation of cimbrica in this re
spect, it is of course not impossible that muliebris varies 
to the same degree, so that specimens might be found 
in which the process is just as broad as in cimbrica). 
In the "spout" (fig. 3 d, e) the median indentation of the 
posterior margin is only slightly indicated, the bulging 
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of the lower side being only little or not at all visible 
in dorsal view. In ventral view the median side of the 

Fig. 1. :A. muliebris. Segments (VIII), IX, and X in dorsal, 
lateral, and ventral view. Membranes, including genital and anal 
openings, dotted. •oh. 

distal projection of the dorsolateral folds of the vaginal 
chamber is slightly S-like curved. (I am not quite sure 
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that this character is safe). The holotype was presented 
to the Zoological Museum of Copenhagen. 

Fig. 2. A. cimbrica. Segments (VIII), IX, and X in dorsal, 
lateral, and ventral view. Membranes, including· genital and anal 
openings, dotted. Wf1. 

This species is smaller and varies more in size than 
rnuliebris. Body length 5.3-8.0 mm, length of anterior 
wing 6.7-9.4 mm. 
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Holotype: 9, reared in August 1945. Paratypes: 1699, 
reared April-August 1946-47. 

It is beyond any doubt that the two species are very 
closely related. As especially remarkable points of re
semblance the extreme shortening of the ventral part of 

Fig. 3. a-c: A. muliebris; d-h: A. cimbTica. a, h and f-h: 
the tongue-like proceBs of the vaginal chamber in ventral view. 
c-e: the "spout" in dorsal view. 105/1. 

segment X, the shape of the much reduced supragenital 
plate, the distal projection of the dorsolateral folds of 
the vaginal chamber, and the very short "spout" may 
be pointed out. The only important difference is the fact 
that in cimbrica the dorsal projection of segment X is 
much shortened, and that the dorsal lamella on this pro-
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Fig. 4. A. rnuliebris; right wings 7.5/I. 

jection has been obliterated. In other respects the two 
species are - at least practic;ally - alike. In cimbrica 
the basal width of apical cell I in the anterior wing 
generally is greater than in muliebr·is; in this respect 
the figs. 4 and 5 may be c;onsidercd as representative. 
It may be considerably greater than in the spec:imen 
pictured, in extreme cases being as broad as apical cell 
II, but it may also be as narrow as in the muliebris 
specimen figured. In the latter it may be as broad as 
or even a little broader than in the cirnbr-ica specimen 
pictured. In the posterior wing the cross-vein between 

Fig. 5. A. cimbrica; right wings. 7.5!1. 
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r5 and m11 2 more often joins the latter at the point of 
bifurcation, but fork 3 may also have a minute pedicel. 
On the other hand, in some few specimens of cirnbrica 
the cross-vein joins the most proximal part of m1• In 
both species the connection between m3+4 and cu1 varies 
from a very short cross-vein (fig. 6 C) to a rather long 
anastomosis (fig. 6 D). The former condition is more com
mon in rnuliebris than in cirnbrica, in which species the 
longest anastomoses were found. The colour is very uni
form within the genus, but it may perhaps be mentioned 
that in both species only the extreme apex of the femur 
is more light-coloured like tibia and tarsus. 

In two specimens of cimbrica abnormalities of the venation of 
the anterior wing were found. In one fork 1 of the left wing has 
a short pedicel. In the other r4 is double in its greater, middle 
part, enclosing an elongate cell (fig. 6 A). In both specimens the 
other wing is normal. 

Till now I have not subjected the cirnbrica larva to 
a morphological examination. Preliminarily it may be 
said that it is distinguished from the rnuliebris larva by 
a somewhat different shade of the main colour of the 
sclerotized parts. Possibly, however, this difference will 
only be noted by direct comparison. 

During the years 1945-47 I have made fairly re
gular observations of the annual cycle of cirnbrica. The 
results are given in the table below, in which "winter 
larvoo" means larvoo having closed their case, but not 
attained the prepupal stage. ( +) means that the stage 
in question has not been collected, but its presence ap
pears from the notes made on the excursion, or - in 
the case of imagines -- that fresh, empty pupal cases 
were found. A + placed between two larval instars 
means moulting larvoo, between the 5th instar and 
"winter larvoo" that larvoo closing their cases were pre
sent, between pupoo and imagines it means "ripe" pupoo. 
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2. 3. 4. 5. winter pre- pupre ima-
instar instar instar instar larvre pupre gines 

Jan. 3. 1947 (+) C+) (+) C+) 
Jan. 4. 1946 +++ +++ 
Jan. 5. 1949 + C+) C+) + 
Apr. 10. 1936 + ++ 
Apr. 11. 1947 + + + + (+) C+) + + 
Apr. 15. 1947 + 
Apr. 27. 1946 + + (+) + + + (+) 
May 16. 1947 + 
June 7. 1946 + ++ (+) (+) 
July 21. 1947 + 
July 23. 1946 +++++ C+) 
July 25. 1945 + C+) 
July 31. 1947 +++++ + + 
Aug. 7. 1947 + 
Aug. 8. 1946 + 
Aug. 16. 1947 + 
Aug. 19. 1946 + 
Aug. 24. 1945 ++++ + 

The table fully confirms the general impression that 
very different stages of development are found together 
in all seasons of the year. Apart from the "winter lar
vre" the larvre are active in winter. The presence of 
3. and even 2. instar larvre in early April shows that 
in winter the growth is reduced, despite the constant 
temperature of the water, an observation which has also 
been made in other spring-frequenting Trichoptera (16, 
pp. 621-22). It does not, however, stop entirely, which 
will appear from the fact that moulting larvre and lar
vre closing their cases were found in January. During 
winter neither pupre nor prepupre have been found; 
(on Jan. 5th 1949 20 pupal cases were collected, all con
taining "winter larvre"). The larvre which happen to 
attain the full-grown state in winter obviously spend the 
remainder of this season in the same way as does mulie
bris in Rold Kilde. From the table it will appear also 
that the swarming season lasts at least from early April 
to late August. From the latter time till the begin of 
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January there· is a gap in my observations. There is, 
however, all possible reason to believe that the svarm
ing season continues in the remainder of the summer 
and in early autumn, since prepupm were found on 
August 24th. 

Under recent conditions this annual cycle is certain
ly more adequate than that of muliebTis; in a possible 

A~ 

Fig. 6. Details of wings. B: A. ?THtliebris; A, C, and D: A. cim
brica. A: r3 and r 4 of aberrant anterior wing. B: distal end of the 
humeral plate of right posterior wing with the three clavate setae 
which together with the downward deflection of the anal corner 
of the anterior wing form the wing coupling apparatus. C and D: 
variation of the connection between m3+4 and cu1 in rig·ht poste
rior wing. A: 7.5/1; B-D: 40/1. 

competition with this species it most probably would 
give cimbrica an advantage. During winter the larvre 
at least can meet their metabolism by eating and also 
perform a moderate growth. This of course does not ap
ply to the larvre which attain the full-grown state in 
the course of the winter (cp. above). Only comparatively 
few, however, will stay in the "winter stage" for so long 
a time as does muliebris, and in return the imagines 
which emerge early in spring may possibly give rise to 
a new generation in the following summer. (In order 
not to encroach too much on the population I have not 
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collected material enough for a statistic analysis, which 
might have allowed for a definite solution of the latter 
question). 

For the greater part at least of the Late Glacial 
Period Apatidea had, no doubt, a continuous distribution 
in the w~ter-courses of the district. Towards the end of 
the Late Glacial Period the mean temperature of the 
warmest month rose to 10° C., the forest immigrated, 
and the Boreal Period commenced (about 7200 a. C.). 
This temperature is the lower limit for the forest, but 
it is also the upper limit for Apatidea. Experiments have 
shown that pupm cannot be reared, if the temperature 
rises only a little above this level the cause of many 
failures. In the Boreal Period the distribution of the 
genus therefore became discontinuous, restricted to the 
springs, in which its temperature requirements are ful
filled. The question is now why the populations in the 
two springs are specifically different. It might of course 
be that both species, muliebris and cimbrica, were pre
sent in the water-courses of the district even in the Late 
Glacial Period, and that for some reason the former has 
been confined to Rold Kilde, the latter to Lille Blaa
kilde. Considering the very close relationship between 
the two species, and the fact that cimbrica has not been 
found in other places, though the caddis-fly fauna of 
North Europe has been comparatively well investigated, 
I find, however, the explanation given below much more 
probable. 

Originally a population of muliebris was confined in 
Lille Blaakilde as well as in Rold Kilde. During the Post 
Glacial Period a mutation has then occurred in Lille 
Blaakilde, a mutation which changed the stiff annual 
cycle of muliebris into a more plastic one. Under the 
altered life conditions this has been of selective value, 
so that gradually the progeny of the mutant has ousted 
the primitive form. (For some years the spring was 
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rather often subjected to outrage, causing an almost cata
strophic decrease of the population. When these evils 
had come to an end, it soon reached its former size. 
This indicates a high population pressure and hence an 
effective selection). The morphologic differences distin
guishing cimbrica are pleitropic, and in themselves prob
ably indiffent, effects of the mutation. 

Some other facts speak in favour of this theory. Out 
of 20 specimens reared from Lille Blaakilde pupre four 
deviate more or less from the description given above. 
In one (reared May 13th 1947) the dorsal outline of seg
ment X is scarcely so steep as in the typical cimbrica. 
In another one (reared May 16th 1947) this outline much 
approaches the horizontal line, though it is a little con
vex. The two remaining specimens are so different from 
the typical cimbrica that, according to general usage, 
they deserve a specific name of their own. 

A. intermedia n. sp., 9 (fig. 7). Intermediate in speci
fic characters between mulieb1'is and cimb1·ica. As in the 
former segment X has a distinct projection above the 
anus, provided with a dorsal, vertical lamella. Anally 
the latter, however, is lower, its dorsal outline in lateral 
view being much descending. On each side of the la
meila a short and broad, laterally directed bulging is 
seen, so that the projection in dorsal or ventral view is 
broader than in muliebris. The lateral corners on the 
posterior margin of segment X are more prominent than 
in muliebris and just visible in dorsal view. The poste
rior corner of the inferior appendages is rounded as in 
cimbrica, and also the distal projection of the dorsolateral 
folds of the vaginal chamber has the same shape as in 
this species. In the specimen chosen as holotype the 
emergence partly failed, the imago having died before 
shedding the pupal cuticle. In the paratype the apical 
cells I and II of the anterior wing have the same basal 
width. In the posterior wing fork 3 has no pedicel; 
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m 3 + 4 and cu1 are connected by a rather long anasto
mosis. 

Body length 8.0 mm, length of the anterior wing 
8.9 mm (paratype). 

Holotype: Q, reared August 8th 1946. Paratype: Q, 
reared August 19th 1946. Holotype in the Zoological Mu
seum of Copenhagen. 

Especially the presence of the vertical l~mella on 
the dorsal projection of segment X makes it almost cer-

~ / 
'00 

Fig. 7. A. interrnedia. Above: segments (VIII), IX, and X in 
lateral view. Below: segment X (and part of segment IX) in dorsal 
(left) and ventral view (right). 50/i. 

tain that intennedia is a mutant of muliebris, and .then 
the same is probably the case with cimbrica. (In the two 
species the mutations have had the same physiological, 
but somewhat different morphologic effects). A cytologi
cal investigation of the Apatidea species might perhaps 
give further evidence. Considering the huge size of the 
cells of the larval spinning glands the Trichoptera should 
be suitable objects for such studies. 

In the spring Ravnkilde, 2 km SSW of Lille Blaa
kilde, there is a rather sparse population of Apatidea. 
I have only one imago from this locality (May 17th 

25 
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1936), which will seem to represent a fourth species. The 
structure of the genito-anal segments are, however, so· 
peculiar that perhaps we are concerned with a sheer ab
normality. I shall return to the question when I have got 
material enough. In the spring Dybdal Book, about 1 km 
south of Rold Kilde, there is a fairly rich population of 
Apatidea. In its annual cycle it will seem to agree with 
that in Rold Kilde. At present I have no imagines from 
this locality. 

Apart from its main distribution in the Arctic, A. 
mnliebris has been found in some few other places in 
Europe, especially in England, where it must also be 
considered as an arctic relict. In the type loeality, a 
spring in Arundel Park (South Downs), MacLachlan 
(8, p. 216) states the swarming season to be May-Sep
tember, and in the same locality King (5, p. 215) found 
imagines abundant in late August. In the latter half of 
September MacLachlan (9, p. 217) found the imago 
at Lynton (Exmoor District). British records which agree 
with conditions in Rold Kilde are from Tinto (South 
Lanarkshire; 11, p. 10), "Old Man" at Coniston (Lake 
District; 12, p. 130-31), and Talybont-on-Usk (Black 
Mountains, Wales; 4, p. 158), but of course, this does not 
necessarily mean that imagines do not occur at other 
seasons in the localities in question. In the latter half 
of October Klapalek (7, p. 241) found pupoo in a spring 
with "clear and very cold water in the neighbourhood 
of Leitomischel in Eastern Bohemia". 

Thus it may seem that the population in Rold Kilde 
is rather unique in having preserved its arctic biology. 
In (most of) the other localities mutations have probably 
occurred which have had the same physiological effect 
as, but a smaller morphologic effect than those in Lille 
Blaakilde. In this way the relict populations have been 
split up into subspecies. A. mnliebris should be an ex
ceptionally suitable object for studies on speciation, more 
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so sinee the time for which the populations have been 
isolated can be estimated with a fairly high degree of 
aeeuracy. I hope to return to this question later on. 

It might seem that I have been too generous in at
tributing specific; rank to cirnbrica aud interrnedia, and 
that they should rather be considered as subspecies of 
rnuliebris. (Though the distance between the two springs 
is only small, rnuliebris and cimb1·ica fulfil the demand 
for geographic; isolation. As to cirnbrica and interrnedia 
the parthenogenesis is as effective an isolation as any 
geographic barrier). When I have not done so, it is part
ly because the two forms are distinguished by characters 
which trichopterologists generally consider as specific, 
partly because I will not state the mutation theory as 
a proved fact, though personally I believe in it. 

As mentioned above cirnbrica is considerably smaller 
than muliebris. The fact that it also varies much more 
in this respect suggests that the small size is pheno
typical, and this again may indkate that life conditions 
are harder in Lille Blaakilde than in Rold Kilde. As a 
matter of faet, the muliebris from the latter locality will 
seem to be distinguished by an unusual size. Mac Lach
lan's (8, p. 215) and :M:osely's (15, p. 210) statements 
of the size of English rnulieb1·is agree better with cim
b?·ica. This means probably that life conditions are ex
ceptionally favourable in Rold Kilde, and that hence 
mutations of this kind have not had so great a seleetive 
value as in other localities, whieh may be the reason 
why the population has preserved its arctic biology. 

The objection might perhaps be raised that also the morpho
logic differences between muliebris and cimbrica-intermedict were 
phenotypical, correlated with body size. For two reasons this ob
jection can be rejected. In the first place the small English speci
mens- at least in their main features - have the same specific 
character as muliebris from Rold Kilde. Secondly, the characters 
distinguishing cimbricct are distinctly qualitative and not quanti
tative. In this respect there is no difference between the smallest 
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and the largest specimens. The upper picture in fig. 2 was drawn 
after one of the largest cirnbrica specimens, the upper and the 
lower picture in fig. 1 after one of the smallest rnuliebris specimens; 
actually the two animals were of the same size. The wing charac
ters which- statistically- distinguish the two species are perhaps 
correlated with body size; my material is, however, too small to 
make a decision as to this point. 

In a previous paper (17, pp. 21-28) I have given 
a morphologic description of an Apatidea species from 
Ulatj ern in theN orwegian high mountains. I then thought 
that possibly it was identical with A. auricula, of which 
species Forssl u nd (2, p. 217) has given a very rough 
description. Forsslund has informed me that this is 
not the case, but we are concerned with A. arctiea Bohe
man. In my endeavours to identify the Ulatjern Apatidea 
I committed the error to ignore arctica, which I then 
thought was an exclusively parthenogenetic species. 
Mosely (13, p. 238) has, however, described a c), caught 
in Iceland together with a long series of arctica 99. A 
comparison between Mosely's and my figs. convinced 
me that it is the same species, and a reidentification of 
the 99 showed that they must also be referred to arc
tica. Later on (14, p. 34) Mosely points out that the 
animal which he considered as an arctica c) is identical 
with palmeni Sahlberg (cp. 19, p. 11), the 9 of which is 
unknown, and lets the question open, if palmeni actu
ally is the c) of arctica. There cannot be much doubt 
that the c) c) and 99 from Ulatjern belong to the same 
species, and thus it is fairly certain that palmeni is the 
c) of arctica, the former name being a synonym of the 
latter. 

Though the material is referred to a wrong species, 
I think that the descriptions, and especially that of the 
female genital apparatus, 1vill be of some value. (In order 
to bring this description in agreement with Sn~>dgrass' 
terminology- 20, pp. 563-66- the organ which I have 
called bursa copulatrix should be designated as recepta-
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culum semm1s, and vice versa). M os e 1 y's statement 
that the distal joint of the inferior appendage of the o 
has three branches is not correct; what he considers 
the third branch is actually the distal process of the 
first joint (17, p. 22). 

The arctica o does not seem to be very common, and 
from many localities there are a copious material of 99 
without a single 0· At Ula:tjern, however, the 00 would 
seem to constitute a fairly great proportion of the popu
lation. Thus there is probably a facultative partheno
genesis in this species. The same is possibly the case 
with other members of the subfamily. On May 15th
. 22nd King & Mort on at Loch Rannoch in Scotland 
took a long series of Apatania wallengreni, of which 
hardly 10 per cent were o c) (6, p. 46). I do not find it 
very likely that the explanation should be that they 
"have been too late for the o". It is interesting to note 
that this condition is connected with a highly developed 
copulatory apparatus in the 9. 

Forsslund (1, p. 189) states that the type of Phry
ganea stigmatella var. zonella Zetterstedt is an arctica 9, 
and that hence the latter name should be considered as 
a synonym of zonella. Nevertheless, I shall propose to 
retain the name arctica Boheman, under which the spe
cies is well-known. 

To the remarks on the generic name made previous
ly (17, pp. 28-29) the following may be added: That 
the number of spurs on the posterior tibia cannot be 
attributed generic value appears clearly from the fact 
that this number in Radema infernale Hagen and R. un
cinatum Martynov is subjected to individual variation 
(10, p. 93). Forsslund (3, pp. 94-95) has erected the 
genera Parapatania and Gynapatania for Apatania stig
matella Zetterstedt and Apatidea muliebris MacLachlan, 
resp. I find this procedure entirely unjustified. Ross (18, 
pp. 101-02), on the other hand, will unite the genera 
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Apatania, Apatidea, and Raderna into one genus and, 
claiming that Forssl und has demonstrated that Apa
tania Kolenati is a synonym of Molanna Cnrtis, attribute 
to them the name Raderna Hagen, which is older than 
Apatidea MacLachlan. It is possible that the genera Apa
tidea and Radema ought to be united, but even in this 
case I shall prefer the former name as being the best 
known. Still, there are good reasons for keeping apart 
the genera Apatania and Apatidea, distinguished by the 
following characters: 

Apatania Kolenati. In the posterior wing se and r 1 

run parallel for the greater part of their length and 
diverge distally. In the o the superior appendages are 
lacking. 

Apatidea MacLachlan. The posterior wings as in Apa
tania except that r 1 makes a forward bend towards se 
just before the divergence; (there is no anastomosis be
tween the two veins as is often stated). Superior appen
dages present in the o; (this character must be supposed 
to hold good also in the "disappeared" c) of rnuliebris). 

We then have either to make a new name for the 
former genus or to retain the well-known name Apatania, 
which has been lent to the subfamily; of course, I shall 
prefer the latter possibility. In general, considering the 
truth of Forssl und's statement that "V or MacLachlans 
Zeit war die Trichopteren-Systematik sehr verwirrt" (1, 
p. 185), I shall propose not to take the rule of priority 
too seriously, but consider the generic and specific names 
used by MacLachlan in his monograph as nomina con
servanda, if not very special reasons speak against this. 
It will contribute to simplify the nomenclature, making 
it a tool and not a hindrance. 

Below is given a list of the species of Apataniince described 
since the appearance of U I mer's record (21, pp. 76-77), apart 
from the North American genus Neophylax 1\lacLachlan, which 
possibly - according to its developmental stag·es- ought to be 
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included in the subfamily. The generic names are those used in 
the original descriptions. As to the last years the list is perhaps 
not complete. 

Apatania subtilis, mirab'ilis, Martynov '09; groenlandica, Kolbe 
'12 (syn. of arctica Boheman); baicalensis, nigrostriata, mongolica, 
sachalinensis, sinensis, Martynov '14 (Zoo!. Rec. 1916); stylata Navas 
'16 (Zoo!. Rec. 1935); bulbosa, Martynov '22; canadensis, shoshone, 
Banks '24; koizumii, Iwata '27 (Zoo!. Rec. 1929); fuscostigma Mat
samura '31 (Zoo!. Rec. 1932); yenchigensis Ulmer '32; nikkoensis, . 
kyotensis, Tsuda '39 (Zoo!. Rec. 1940); pictula, Banks '43. 

Apatelia hispida, auricula, Forsslund '31; (the latter name, at 
least, is perhaps to be considered as a nomen nudum); aberrans, 
Martynov '33; parvula Martynov '35; amicta, Ross '38. 

Apatidea brevis, Mosely '36; zonella var. dalecarlia, Forsslund 
'42; cimbrica, intermedia, Anker Nielsen '50. 

Radema uncinatum, setosum, Martynov '24; sorex, Ross '41. 
Apataniana hutchinsoni, Mosely '36. 
Apatanodes sociata, Navas '34 (from Chile!). 
Apatelina incerta, Mosely '36. 
Apatidelia martynovi, Mosely '43. 
Baicalina bellicosa, spinosa, ovalis, foliata, thamastoides, Mar

tynov '14 (Zoo!. Rec. 1916); reducta, Martynov '24. 

Summary. 
Two new parthenogenetic species of 'frichoptera, Apatidea 

cimbrica and A. intermedia, are described. They are possibly ende
mic to the spring· Lille B!aakilde in Himmerland, northern Jut
land, arisen in the Postglacial Period as mutants of the arctic 
relict A. muliebris MacLachlan. The principal effect of the muta
tions was to change the stiff annual cycle of muliebris into a more 
plastic one, which has been of selective value under the altered 
life conditions. The morphologic characters distinguishing· the two 
new species are pleiotropic effects of the mutation. These cases 
may contribute to throw some light upon the problems of speci
ation, and also upon the question of the origin of specific charac
ters, which will more often seem to be non-adaptive. The holotypes 
are in the Zoolog·ical Museum, Copenhagen. 
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